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These twelve men sat on a jury for a high-profile murder case in 1893 in Massachusetts.

Trial by Jury:  
Is Jury Duty Really an Ordeal?

Why it Matters
 - The right to a fair trial judged by an impartial group of peers is a basic constitutional right.
 - Jury duty is an obligation of every citizen. 

 Did you know?
In 1995, during a high-profile trial, the jury spent eight and half months away from the public in 
a process called sequestration. Can you imagine being away from your family for that long?
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Lesson 7: Trial by Jury

Have you ever been accused of something? Maybe your mother asked if 
it was you who spilled the milk on the floor, or your teacher thought you 

were the one talking in class. Every second around the world, thousands of 
accusations and arguments take place. Most are as minor as “Who spilled the 
milk on the floor?” But some involve huge sums of money or crimes committed. 
What do you think is the best way to judge who is right and wrong? The United 
States uses a system called “jury trials” to find verdicts in these cases. As you 
read the lesson, think about whether you agree with the idea of a jury trial. Is 
that the best method of determining guilt? Do you have a different idea? What 
are the benefits and drawbacks of a jury trial?

The History of Trials

“I’m going to throw you into the water. If you sink, you are innocent.1 But 
if you float, you are guilty.” Sounds ridiculous, right? But in the Middle 
Ages, these “trials by ordeals” were common. If someone was accused of 
a crime, a group called a jury2 would decide if the defendant3 needed to 
undergo an ordeal. To determine his guilt, they made the defendant put 
his hand in boiling water, walk on hot stones, or get thrown in a lake while 
tied up. 

By the year 1215, people in England were fed up with this system. King 
John had made many enemies among the wealthy. They came together 
and attacked his palace and forced him to sign the Magna Carta, a 
document that guaranteed that the king would respect their rights. One 
of these rights was: “No man shall be arrested or imprisoned except by the 
judgment of their equals…” Thus, trial by jury replaced trial by ordeal. 

1 Innocent - not guilty of committing a crime
2 Defendant - the person being put on trial
3 Jury - a group of people who listen to evidence in a case and decide on the verdict

This painting shows King 
John signing the Magna Carta 
with the knights and nobles 
standing around.
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What Is a Trial by Jury?

As the Magna Carta states, jury trials are trials judged by peers.4 These peers watch the court case. 
They listen to the witnesses and hear all the evidence.5 Then, they sit together and discuss the case. 
Afterwards, the jury decides the verdict6 and presents their decision to the court. 

Isn’t that better than being made to walk on hot stones to “prove” the defendant’s innocence or 
having the king decide all on his own? The Founding Fathers of the United States certainly thought 
so. That’s why they included the following statement in the Bill of Rights: “No person shall be held 
to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of 
a Grand Jury.” The Grand Jury doesn’t decide whether someone is guilty, but they do decide if he 
should have to go to court at all. The next article in the Bill of Rights—the eighth article—gives a 
defendant the right to what is called a Petit Jury to determine if he is guilty in criminal cases. The 
ninth article extends jury rights to civil7 cases where two parties disagree about something (often 
related to money).

Jury Duty

In order to find impartial8 jurors, courts in the United States 
use a system called jury duty. Instead of hiring people to 
work as permanent jurors, states require every citizen to 
take a turn as a juror. 

When it’s your turn for jury duty, you will receive a summons 
in the mail about a month in advance. The summons9 tells 
you where and when you have to appear. 

After appearing at the courthouse, you may be put with 
a group for jury selection. Usually, courts have more than 
enough potential jurors show up. Most people called for 
jury duty will be dismissed10 without actually sitting in a 
trial. While you wait, the lawyers for the defendants and plaintiffs11 may interview you. They want 
to make sure you won’t be biased. They also want you to confirm that you will be able to commit to 
sitting on the jury, and you don’t have anything urgent coming up. 

4 Peers - people with a similar status
5 Evidence - facts and information related to a case
6 Verdict - the decision in a court case
7 Civil - related to a dispute between two people or groups
8 Impartial - unbiased; treating both sides equally
9 Summons - the order to appear in court
10 Dismissed - sent away
11 Plaintiffs - those accusing the defendant

The jury duty summons that comes in the mail 
may look a lot like this one. The summons lists 
the address of the courthouse you are called to 
and the time and date of the summons.
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Sitting on a Jury

Often, even if you are chosen as a juror, you may still be sent home without actually sitting on the 
jury. This is because the plaintiff and defendant often choose to settle12 instead of going to trial. 
However, if the case goes to court—buckle up! You may only have to sit on the case for a day or two, 
but some trials last more than a year! During that time, you won’t be able to go to your regular job. 
Instead, the court pays you a small amount of money to show up and listen to the evidence. 

After hearing all the evidence, you will be taken to a jury room with your fellow jurors. There, you 
can review the evidence and deliberate13. Often, trials require all jurors to agree on the verdict. If 
jurors have trouble agreeing on a unanimous14 verdict, they can be sequestered.15 The jury will 
have to stay in the jury room and cannot listen to any news reports about the case. This ensures 
they will be unbiased and that nobody will bribe or threaten them to deliver a specific verdict. 
Sometimes a jury can even be sequestered during the trial itself, if it is a trial that makes headlines. 
At night, the jury may be allowed to go home or may be required to sequester in a hotel. 

What if the jury can’t agree on a verdict? If the jury doesn’t agree, they are called a hung jury. 
Sometimes they are given additional days to deliberate. If they still don’t reach a conclusion, the 
judge will often call a mistrial16. The jury is dismissed, and the lawyers select a new trial. Then they 
redo the entire trial from the beginning for the new jury! Sometimes the two parties will agree to 
settle just to avoid a mistrial.

The jury system isn’t perfect. There are still the risks of biased jurors and mistrials. But it is definitely 
a better system than being thrown into a lake to determine if someone is guilty or not. And it gives 
every American citizen a chance to serve their country and promote justice. 

The place where the jury sits in the courtroom is called the jury box. As you can see in these pictures, the jury box in each courtroom looks 
different, but it has the same job.

12 Settle - to compromise or agree on the outcome of a court case before it goes to trial
13 Deliberate - argue, discuss, and debate
14 Unanimous - with everyone in agreement
15 Sequester - put into isolation during a trial
16 Mistrial - an inconclusive or invalid trial
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1.  Circle the choice that has the same meaning as the following sentence from the lesson: 
By the year 1215, people in England were fed up with this system.

A. After 1215, citizens were not allowed to use the trial system in England.

B. In 1215, English citizens were forced to follow the trial system.

C. By 1215, citizens were frustrated with the trial system in England.

D. Until 1215, English citizens were upset with the trial system.

2.  Circle the vocabulary word that best fits the sentence. 
The group’s decision to go to the amusement park instead of the insect museum was (civil, 
unanimous).

3. Place a check mark next to each statement that correctly describes jury duty.

 The jury is a panel of lawyers.

 Everyone who gets a summons ends up sitting on the jury.

 Potential jurors are screened to ensure they are not biased.

 The court pays jurors 50 dollars a day.

 A hung jury happens when a juror cannot remain until the end of the case.

4. Mark each statement as T (true) or F (false).

 The jury is given access to all media reports on the case.

 A jury that has a hard time reaching an agreement can be sequestered.

 A mistrial happens when the judge does not agree with the jury.

 If the plaintiff and defendant choose to settle the case, it will not go to court.

Questions
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5.  What is the author’s purpose in including the following sentences? By the year 1215, 
people�in�England�were�fed�up�with�this�system.�King�John�had�made�many�enemies�
among the wealthy.

A. The author is comparing the English and the American jury systems.

B. The author is describing how people lived in England in the 1200s.

C. The author is denying that King John was a feared and hated king.

D. The author is providing background details to the signing of the Magna Carta.

6. In your opinion, what are the pros and cons of sequestering a jury for an extended 
period of time?

7. What is the author’s point of view regarding trial by jury? 

8. What is the main idea of the lesson?
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Lesson 8: Cameras

 How Do Cameras Work?
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A camera film contains images that can be printed.

How Do Cameras Work?

Why it Matters
 - Cameras are an invention that allow us to view something that is not actually in front of us 

or something that has happened in the past. 
 - We use cameras regularly to take photos of things that are important to us.

 Did you know?
It took eight hours for the world’s first camera to take a photo!
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You’re going on a school trip. Did you pack your camera yet? Can you imagine 
going on a trip without a camera to take pictures? Imagine if there would 

be no one from the entire school taking pictures on a trip. Or can you imagine 
having your sister’s wedding without a photographer there to take photos? 

Today almost everyone has a camera. But not so long ago, cameras were 
unheard of. No one had pictures of their memorable1 occasions!2 Read on to 
learn more about one of the favorite modern inventions3 around today. 

How Cameras Work

You probably know of digital cameras, but the first cameras were film4 cameras. 

All cameras are basically a closed box that blocks light from entering it. At the front of the box is the 
lens.5 To take a photo, light has to pass through the lens and reach the camera. But how does the 
light reach the camera, if it does not allow light in?

The opening at the front of the lens is called the aperture. 
It works a little bit like human eyelids. When the shutter6 
button is pressed, the plates in front of the camera lens 
are opened. This allows the light outside the camera to 
come inside. This opening is known as the aperture. The 
camera’s settings can make the aperture bigger or smaller 
to allow different amounts of light in. The amount of light 
let inside will affect the quality of the photograph. 

There is also a setting on cameras that controls the shutter 
speed. This affects the amount of time that the plates are 
open for. This also means that more or less light will enter the camera, making a difference to what 
the photo will look like.  

1 Memorable – worth remembering
2 Occasions – exciting events 
3 Inventions – items that were never made before
4 Film – length of plastic material
5 Lens – curved piece of glass or plastic that makes an object seem closer or farther
6 Shutter – part of the camera that opens to allow light in

A professional level camera lens. The plates at 
the front can open and close to form the aperture 
opening.
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So now we know that light can enter the dark camera when the shutter makes an opening called 
an aperture. So what? How does this allow my camera to take a photo? This is where we will start 
talking about the differences between old-fashioned film cameras and the modern digital camera. 
In both cameras, the light passes through the lens. The lens is specially shaped so that the light 
passing through can reflect the image correctly, a bit like a human eye.

Film Cameras

In a film camera, there is a strip of plastic positioned behind the lens. 
This plastic is called a film. The film is coated with special chemicals.7 
The chemicals are very sensitive to light. To protect the film, it is sealed 
in a light-proof box before and after it is in the camera. When the shutter 
is pressed, the aperture opens at the front of the lens, and light passes 
through the lens. The light-sensitive chemicals on the film will react to 
form an image when the light hits them. 

The film will need to be developed before the pictures can be viewed. To 
develop photos, the film is treated with other chemicals so they can form 
an actual photograph based on the image captured on the film. Photo 
film is developed by a chemist8 or pharmacist.10 

Digital Cameras

A digital camera works differently. Instead of film recording the 
image, there is a piece of electronic equipment behind the lens. The 
job of this electronic piece is to capture the light rays coming in and 
turn them into electronic signals. It does this by acting as a sensor.11 
It senses the difference in the light rays and breaks them down into 
millions of pixels. 

What are pixels? If you ever took a close-up look at a picture on a 
screen, you will have seen that it is made up of thousands of tiny 
dots. The dots are colored differently, and together they form a 
complete picture. These dots are known as pixels.

7 Chemicals – substances that can change other items
8 Chemist – someone who works with chemicals or drugs
9 Pharmacist – someone who is qualified to prepare and distribute medicines
10 Sensor – device that notices changes

A traditional camera film can 
usually hold 36 pictures. The 
film unwinds further each time 
a picture is taken.

Today, photos are taken with modern 
digital cameras.
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When light enters a digital camera, the sensor measures the light rays 
and converts11 them into different color pixels. These pixels will then 
be organized to form a complete picture which can be viewed on the 
camera screen. The more pixels there are, the more detailed the picture 
will be. That is why better cameras advertise that they have a higher 
number of megapixels. A megapixel is a million pixels. The picture will 
be stored on the camera’s memory card or chip as electronic data.12 It 
can then be copied onto a computer or other storage device. The data 
can be used to print an actual hard copy of the photo. The picture can 
also be viewed on any screen that has the capability to read the data. When a picture is zoomed up, all 

the tiny color pixels can be seen.

11 Converts – changes to a new format
12 Data – information like facts or numbers
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1.  Circle the choice that has the same meaning as the following sentence from the 
lesson: To develop photos, the film is treated with other chemicals so they can form an actual 
photograph.

A.  Developing pictures happens by putting other chemicals on the film so that the picture can 
form.

B.  The chemicals that are on the film when the picture is taken are used to develop the picture.

C.  In order to develop pictures, one needs to put the film next to a real photograph.

D.  In order to develop pictures, one must remove the chemicals on the film, which makes the 
image on the film emerge.

2.  Circle the vocabulary word that best fits the sentence. 
I had a very (ancient, memorable) experience yesterday. 

3.  Mark each statement as T (true) or F (false).

 The aperture controls the amount of light that enters the camera.

 Film is not especially sensitive to light.

 Photo film can be developed with regular house tools.

 The more pixels a picture has, the clearer the image is.

4. Number the following events in the order in which they take place.

 The picture is stored on a memory card as electronic data.

 Pressing the shutter button allows the aperture to open.

 The picture is ready to be transferred to a computer to view or print.

 The electronic piece senses the light and transfers it into pixels.

Questions
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5.  Mark each statement as F (fact) or O (opinion). 

 The price of cameras should be lower, since they are so commonly used. 

 The amount of light that is let in during picture-taking affects the quality of the photo.

 Film cameras are fun to use.

 The lens of the camera is shaped so that the light can reflect the image correctly.

6. What is the main idea of the lesson?

7.  What is the author’s point of view regarding the importance of cameras, and how do 
you know that? 

8.� Compare�film�cameras�and�digital�cameras.




